World's largest equity derivatives clearing organization selects Apparity
Atlanta Georgia, August 11th, 2017, - Apparity, LLC the global leader in End User Computing (EUC)
controls announced today that it has entered into a contract to provide an EUC management and
controls solution to the world’s largest equity derivatives clearing organization. Based out of Chicago,
the company is responsible for cleared contract volumes in excess of 4 billion, annually.
The Apparity solution will be deployed as part of the organizations planned shift to a risk-oriented
culture and a coordinated digital risk management strategy that is expected transform the company’s
leadership, its culture and its processes. As part of this digital transformation effort, Apparity will
monitor key access and change events across all the high risk spreadsheets used within the firm as well
ensure that every update and version created is captured and registered.
A critical component of the solution will be managing the spreadsheet integrity attestation cycle. Using
the Apparity spreadsheet audit function each high risk spreadsheet will first be validated for structural
and functional integrity and any issues remediated. The remediated spreadsheet will then be
‘onboarded’ into the Apparity system, ‘fingerprinted’ and automatically registered to the Apparity
Inventory Management System (AIMS). All updates, renames, copies of the registered spreadsheet are
now automatically tracked and recorded, including periodic change management review and approval
cycles. A few weeks before the anniversary of when the spreadsheet was first onboarded and registered
into Apparity, workflow is initiated that ensures the spreadsheet owner is reminded to validate and
attest to the continued structural and functional integrity of the managed spreadsheet.
The ability for Apparity to continuously monitor the access, version and change controls assigned to a
spreadsheet as well as ensure its on-going integrity is seen as a critical component of the company’s
digital risk management transformation strategy.
About Apparity, LLC
Apparity, LLC provides Enterprise Content Management (ECM) software and support for End User
Computing to companies within highly regulated industries. The Apparity technology securely monitors
and assists with all the material events that occur in the lifecycle of a mission critical EUC, without
interfering with the content or with the associated EUC business process operations.
For more information, visit www.apparity.com or contact us at information@apparity.com.

